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Successful completion of the first Asigmo 
Data Science Training Program 

Vienna, Austria. On 27th of November, 2020 Asigmo Fellows finished the official part of 

the first Asigmo Data Science Training Program. It is an important milestone for Asigmo, 

signifying a successful start of the company’s journey towards the building a network of 

highly skilled Data Scientists for the European market. 

During the 8 weeks of full-time intense Asigmo Program, Fellows learned how to work 

using an Agile method, manage SQL databases, prepare the data for the subsequent 

work, Modelling, Deep Learning, Natural Language Processing and Ethical implications 

of Artificial Intelligence, among other things. The courses were taught by the Austri-

an and international experts: Dr. Ramin Hasani (MIT), Dr. Rania Wazir (VDSG), Dr. Wasif 

Masood (Magenta Telekom Austria), Vivien Roussez (A1), Sanja Jovanovic (Microsoft) and 

others. Before obtaining the certificates of successful accomplishment of the Asigmo 

Data Science Training Program, Fellows had to finish a final project, which involved this 

time a classification of textual data. 

To learn more about previous and upcoming Asigmo Data Science Training Program, 

click here www.asigmo.com/data-science-bootcamp

ABOUT ASIGMO
Asigmo was founded with an intent to close 

the gap between the ever-growing demand 

for data scientists and the constant lack of 

thereof on the European market. 

 WZWithin the selection of services 

that Asigmo provides one can find a bian-

nual Data Science Training Program for 

those who want to start their careers in Data 

Science, and also an upcoming program 

‘Master ML Operationalization’ for upskill-

ing experienced Data Scientists. One of the 

most distinguishing features of Asigmo 

education in the knowledge transfer from 

the high-level experts in the Austrian and 

European market to the graduates with 

Master’s and PhD’s. 


